Bill Cunningham Tribute: Fashion Week Photographers Don Blue Shocks

In support of the New York photographers who capture the action at New York Fashion Week, fashion photographer Bill Cunningham has released a special edition of his signature "Blue Shock" portrait series, which is available exclusively at The New York Times Store.

The limited edition "Blue Shock" series, featuring Cunningham's iconic portraits of fashion week attendees, is being sold at the Times Store for $100. The proceeds from the sale will benefit the Bill Cunningham Foundation, which provides grants and scholarships to students pursuing careers in fashion photography.

Cunningham, who passed away in 2016, was known for his signature blue shirt and his ability to capture the spirit of fashion week attendees. His portraits were featured in a film about his life, "Bill Cunningham New York," which was released in 2010.

The limited edition "Blue Shock" series includes 25 portraits of fashion week attendees, each signed by Cunningham. It is available in both standard and framed versions.

The "Blue Shock" series is just one in a series of tribute efforts by the Bill Cunningham Foundation. In 2018, the foundation introduced the "Blue Shock" series, a special edition of Cunningham's portrait series, which was available exclusively at the Times Store.
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